The relative distance and orientation in contacting residue pairs plays a significant role in protein folding and stabilization. We hereby devise a new knowledge-based, coarse-grained contact potential, so-called ICOSA, by correlating inter-residue contact distance and orientation in evaluating pair-wise inter-residue interactions. The rationale of our approach is to establish icosahedral local coordinates to estimate the statistical residue contact distributions in all spherical triangular shells within a sphere. We extend the theory of finite ideal gas reference state to icosahedral local coordinates. ICOSA incorporates long range contact interactions, which is critical to ICOSA sensitivity and is justified in statistical rigor. With only backbone atoms information, ICOSA is at least comparable to all-atom, fine-grained potentials such as Rosetta, DFIRE, I-TASSER, and OPUS in discriminating near-natives from misfold protein conformations in the Rosetta and I-Tasser protein decoy sets. ICOSA also outperforms a set of widely used coarse-grained potentials and is comparable to all-atom, fine-grained potentials in identifying CASP10 models.
Introduction
Amino acids are the basic structural building blocks of proteins. These amino acids exhibit very different physic-chemical properties, which form complicated contact preferences among each other. The inter-residue contacts control the stability of protein structure as well as their biological functions.
The knowledge-based contact potentials (energies) are the most popularly used representation of inter-residue contacts. Although the scope and limitation of the contact potentials are still vigorously debated and disputed [1] [2] [3] [4] , contact potentials have been successfully used in a variety of applications, including fold recognition [5] , protein structure prediction [6] , protein design [7] , and protein-protein docking [8] . The basic idea of contact potentials is to derive statistical contact preferences from known protein structures presented in Protein Data Banks (PDB) and then estimate the corresponding pseudo-potentials with respect to the defined reference states. Since 1990s, many contact potentials have been proposed and developed. The key variation lies on the definition of a contact. The simple contact definition based on a distance cutoff is popularly used [9] [10] [11] . In coarse-grain residue-level modeling, the residue-residue distance is measured by CA-CA, CB-CB, or estimated geometric side chain centers and the cutoff distance usually ranges from around 6A to 8A. Another type of knowledge-based potentials models contacts that are distancedependent [12, 13] , where contact frequencies are observed in particular distance intervals within longer distance cutoff up to 20A. When side chain information is available in atomic detail, the contact definition with distance cutoff can be extended to atomic level [14, 15] . An alternative definition of contacts is based on geometric models such as Voronoi diagram [16, 17] , Laguerre tessellation [18] , Delaunay triangulation [19, 20] , or alpha shape [21, 22] . Compared to simple distance cutoff, geometric models contain richer topological information to more precisely define and parameterize inter-residue contacts [23] , such as interaction areas, side chain orientation, and solvent accessibility surface. In spite of the variations in contact definitions and parameterizations, these contact potentials have achieved different levels of success in identifying the native structures from the erroneous models.
Although the fine-grained potentials at atomic level are usually more precise, the coarse-grained contact potentials at residue level attempt to strike a balance between the accuracy of energy representation and computational efficiency. An ideal coarse-grained contact potential is desired to have sensitivity and accuracy comparable to the all-atom potentials while maintaining reduced protein structure representation for computational expedition. One way to enhance the accuracy of coarse-grained potentials is to account for the environment information of the contacting residues. For example, studies have showed that the distribution of the contact distances varies in their amino acid sequence [24, 25] , secondary structures [26] , and protein sizes and classes [25] . Distancedependent potentials accounting for contact residues by separation in sequence [27] , secondary structures [26] , sequence profile context [28] , or hydrophobicity [29] have exhibited certain accuracy gain. Alternatively, some multibody potentials [22, 30, 31] modeling high-order interresidue interactions have been developed and demonstrated advantages over pairwise residue contact potentials. In addition to the contact distance, study of angular distribution of side chains in amino acids by Bahar and Jernigan [32] has shown that the relative orientations in residue pairs play an important role in determining side chain packing in proteins. Incorporating estimated side chain orientation shows another direction to improve the accuracy of coarse-grained potentials. Recent efforts [33] [34] [35] [36] start to encode the pair-wise residue orientation information into the protein interaction potentials, usually as additional orientation terms. Moughon and Samudrala [37] divided the contact space into cubic bins in local coordinates defined by N, CA, and C atoms to evaluate contact favorability at specific position. Feng et al. [30] developed a four-body potential by considering the orientation of a contacting residue to the tetrahedron formed by four sequential residues, which has showed improved accuracy than the four-body potentials using a Delaunay tessellation algorithm.
The majority of the knowledge-based contact potentials relies on the Bayesian formulation or inverse Boltzmann law to convert the observed contact probability into interaction potentials [38] . Consequently, a critical aspect differentiates the effectiveness of various knowledge-based contact potentials is their underlying reference states. Theoretically, the reference state should result from hypothetical systems lack of specific inter-residue interactions. Nevertheless, there is no universal way of constructing the reference states. The early contact potentials [39] adopt a quasi-chemical approximation reference state, assuming that the expected probability of a specific residue pair contact is proportional to the mole fraction of these two residues. Samudrala and Moult [40] used a conditional probability method to derive an average over all amino acid types (coarse-grained) or atom types (fine-grained) to represent the random reference state. Zhang et al. [15] developed random crystal reference states to remove compositional bias. Skolnick et al. [41] proposed reference states accounting for the constraints of chain connectivity and compactness. Rykunov and Fiser [36] used an atom-shuffled reference state in their orientation-dependent potential. Zhang and Zhang [42] used an ideal random walk chain as the reference state for their side-chain orientation dependent potential. There is no clear winner in recent performance assessment in knowledge-based potentials using various reference states [43] . Nevertheless, the generality and specificity of a knowledge-based potential are contradicting and the optimality of a reference state depends rather on the specific applications [43] .
In this paper, we present a novel knowledge-based, coarse-grained contact potential, so-called ICOSA, to correlate contact distance and orientation in pair-wise residues interactions. This is based on our analysis indicating that residues relative orientation is strongly correlated with contact distance. Our approach is to set up icosahedral local coordinates by dividing the sphere surface into uniform icosahedrons to estimate the pair-wise residue contact distributions in spherical triangular shells within a sphere. The finite ideal-gas reference state [12, 44] is a theoretical reference state assuming uniformly distributed non-interacting points in finite spheres, which is independent of structures solved by experiments or decoys generated by computational methods. As a result, the finite ideal-gas reference state covers a broad conformation space, which is particularly suitable for general protein structure modeling applications. The uniform icosahedron division of sphere allows us to adopt the finite ideal gas reference state in our contact potential aiming for good generalization. Moreover, the long range interactions included in ICOSA lead to better correlation between the potential and the qualities of the models and thus yield improved accuracy and sensitivity. The cutoff distance in ICOSA is also justified in statistical rigor. The effectiveness of our context-dependent contact potential is demonstrated on the Rosetta [45] and I-Tasser [42] protein decoy sets as well as CASP10 [46] models.
Materials and Methods

Data Sets
We use the protein chain dataset Cull9791 generated by the PISCES server [47] on 2/15/2015 to collect inter-residue contact samples to generate statistics. Cull9791 contains 9,791 chains with at most 25% sequence identity, 3.0A resolution cutoff, and less than 1.0 R-factor. Rosetta [45] and I-Tasser [42] protein decoy sets and CASP10 [46] models are used to benchmark our contact potential. To ensure the correctness of our computational experiments, we exclude all sequences in Cull9791 with greater than 25% sequence identity to any protein targets in Rosetta or I-Tasser decoy sets or CASP10 targets when the residue contact samples are extracted to generate contact statistics for ICOSA.
Icosahedral Local Coordinates
A regular icosahedron is a polyhedron with 20 identical equilateral triangular faces, 30 edges, and 12 vertices. One of the important geometrical significances of a regular icosahedron is its capability of completely subdividing the surface of a sphere into 20 identically equal spherical polygons, which is the most among the only five Platonic solids. The icosahedron has many attractive characteristics. The regularity in each equilateral spherical triangle allows computational efficiency in generating an icosahedral grid. Moreover, recent studies [33] , [48] on residue packing show that icosahedron models fit well for side chain packing geometries and orientational distribution of contact clusters.
In ICOSA, we set up icosahedral local coordinates to correlate contact distance and orientation in pair-wise residues. We use the CA-CA contact as an example to illustrate the icosahedral local coordinates. The contact atom CA is placed in the origin. 7 12 ] . Figure 1 shows the icosahedral local coordinates. As a result, in the icosahedral local coordinates, each CA-CA contact can be represented as (r, t), where r is the contact distance and t is the triangle face number in the icosahedron indicating the contact orientation. The implementation of ICOSA is based on CA-CA contacts; however, the icosahedral local coordinates can also be applied to CB-CB or centroid-centroid contacts in a similar setup. Icosahedral Face t in a Sphere Figure 3 shows the density distribution of Glu-Phe CA-CA contacts on spherical triangular shells in spherical shells with different inner radiuses in a planar icosahedron map. One can find that the contact orientational distribution has two peaks in spherical triangular shells 7 and 15 on sphere shell (r = 5.8A, d = 1.0A), due to hydrogen bonds in forming α-helices and remote β-strand interactions, respectively. For spherical shells with longer inner radiuses, the favorable contact orientations shift to other spherical triangular shells. This indicates that the contact orientational distribution has strong correlation with contact distance, which inspires us to correlate contact distance and orientation to build a more precise contact potential. 
Contact Potential Correlating Contact Distance and Orientation
In ICOSA, the contact potential is to approximate the interaction potential between residues and in forming an inter-residue contact where the center of the CA atom in is located at the spherical triangular shell ( , , ) within the icosahedral coordinates of , i.e., = ( , , ( , , ) ).
Unlike pair-wise residue distance which is symmetric ( = ), the relative orientations between two contacting residues are asymmetric with respect to their local coordinates. Therefore, = does not generally hold. Consequently, ( , , ) ≠ ( , , ) and hence ≠ in general. Previous studies [49] , [50] indicate that the relative orientations of pair-wise residues can be considered independent if they are separated by a sufficiently large number of peptide bonds along the protein backbone. In our contact potential implementation, we adopt a sequence separation gap of 4 as suggested by the previous studies [49] , [50] , i.e., | − | > 4, to define and as a contact pair. Summing the potentials of all contact residue pairs together, the overall contact potential of a protein molecule is calculated as
Finite Ideal Gas Reference State
The contact potential is generated based on Sippl's potentials of mean force method [38] . According to the inverse-Boltzmann theorem, = ( , , ( , , )) = − ( , , ( , , )) ( , , ( , , )) .
Here k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. ( , , ( , , ) ) is the observed probability of -contact in spherical triangular shell ( , , ) within the local icosahedral coordinates of .
( , , ( , , )) is estimated by the fraction ofcontacts in ( , , ) among all observed -contacts within cutoff distance , i.e.,
where ( , , ( , , ) is the observed -contacts in ( , , ) and ( , , ( , − )) is the total number of -contacts in spherical shell ( , − ) , which forms the contact space within cutoff distance and minimum contact distance . ( , , ( , , ) ) is the expected probability, which is estimated according to the ideal gas reference state,
where ( ( , , )) is the volume of spherical triangular shell ( , , ) and ( ( , − )) is the volume of the spherical shell in the contact space with minimum CA-CA contact distance and contact cutoff distance . The regularity of icosahedrons allows us to calculate the volume of a spherical triangular shell precisely, which is
The volume of the contact space is
Nevertheless, the ideal gas reference state is derived from liquid-state statistical mechanics. In a finite protein system, ( , , ( , − )) does not grow with the volume of a spherical shell infinitely. Zhou and Zhou [51] addressed this problem by adjusting the volume growing rate as instead and estimated parameter α by a machine learning approach. In ICOSA, we use an alternative approach to remedy this problem by including a parameter in the denominator of (4) and thus ( , , ( , , )) becomes
can be interpreted as the number of "missing" − contacts if the protein system is infinite. Then, we obtain additional statistics ( , , ( , )) from the large protein chain set, which is the number of − contacts in the spherical cell with thickness d beyond . By assuming that there is no interaction between and if they are separated by a distance longer than in space, i.e., we can get
( , , ( , )) = 0,
where ( , , ( , )) is estimated as the volume ratio of the correspondent spherical shells such as
.
By substituting (8) and (9) into (10), we can estimate by
Contact Cutoff Distance Figure 4 . Contact distribution of Arg-Glu, Asp-Glu, Ile-Leu, and Ser-Gly over CA-CA contact distances in every 1A interval. Peak 1 between 5A-7A, peak 2 between 10A-11A, and peak 3 (if exists) between 12A-13A.
In the literature, there has been a wide spectrum in the cutoff distance, , ranging from 6A to 16A, for pair-wise residue contact definitions. Nevertheless, there is lack of clear statistical or theoretical justifications on what the most appropriate is. In this article, we denote τij as the sample ratio over volume ratio to study the contact distribution over cutoff distance in − contacts. τij is defined as
( ( , ))/ ( (
Clearly, if there is no interaction occurred between residues and such as the ideal gas state, τij is 1. Figure 4 plots the contact distributions of Arg-Glu, Asp-Glu, Ile-Leu, and Ser-Gly over contact distance in every 1A interval. It is interesting to notice that the distributions of contacts between different amino acids share certain common characteristics. The first peak appears at 5A-7A in , which is mainly due to formations of hydrogen bonds for secondary structures as well as other short-range interactions. Therefore, the contact definition with less than 8A typically captures the first peak only. Ser and Gly are residues with strong backbone affinity, where the first peak of Ser-Gly interaction occurs in shorter range than the others. The second peak appears between 10A to 11A. The first and second peaks appear in the similar contact distance in almost all residue pairs. It is interesting to notice that the first peak is higher than the second peak in Arg-Glu interaction. This is due to the fact that Arg and Glu have opposite charged side chains and thus the majority of Arg-Glu interactions occur in short distances. In contrast, both Asp and Glu have negative side chain charges and therefore the second peak in ASP-GLU interaction are higher than the first one, which indicates that the major Asp-Glu interactions occurs in longer distance, similar to hydrophobic interactions such as Ile-Leu. In certain residue pairs, such as ArgGlu and Asp-Glu shown in Figure 4 , the third peak, although not as obvious as the first two peaks, appears between 12A and 13A. The second and third peaks result from side chain packing and interactions. These peaks represent interresidue interaction concentrations and afterwards τij decreases gradually past 1.0. This suggests that a distance cutoff capturing all three peaks is most likely an appropriate contact cutoff distance. In ICOSA, we start the distance intervals at = 2.8A where minimum CA-CA contact distance occurs in our dataset, increase each interval with a step size of 1A, and adopt 12.8A as our CA-CA contact cutoff distance so that all three peaks are include. A longer cutoff does not further improve ICOSA, but demands higher computational cost.
Results
Identifying CASP10 Predicted Models
We compare ICOSA with all-atom energy potentials including OPUS [52] , DFIRE [12] , Rosetta [53] , and I-Tasser [42] on the predicted models in 96 domains in CASP10 [46] targets, where many of them are partially correct models. We use the GDT-TS (Global Distance Test -Total Score) [54] , which indicates the percentage of the conformational structure superimposed correctly onto the native, to measure the quality of a model. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the number of targets that the top-ranked model and the best top-5 ranked models in each CASP10 target identified by the energy potentials can fit under gradually increasing GDT-TS cutoffs (step size 1), respectively. For GDT-TS cutoff values between 20 and 60, ICOSA yields a higher percentage of targets than the all-atom potentials and is closer to the upper bound, which indicates that ICOSA is more robust in identifying low resolution models with partially correct conformations. For GDT-TS cutoff values exceeding 60, ICOSA starts to be slightly surpassed by OPUS and occasionally by DFIRE. This is because the all-atom potentials carry information on major side chain atoms and thus allow more sensitive identification of highly accurate models than ICOSA which is based on backbone atoms distance and orientation only. Anyway, although slightly worse than the best all-atom potentials, ICOSA is still quite comparable to other all-atom potentials for high GDT-TS cutoffs.
Figure 5.
Comparison of ICOSA with all-atom energy potentials (OPUS, DFIRE, Rosetta, and ITasser) in identifying the best predicted models in CASP10 models. ICOSA outperforms the allatom energy potentials for GDT-TS cutoff values between 20 and 60 and is comparable to the all atom energy potentials for high GDT-TS (>60) cutoffs.
Comparison with other Coarse-grained Knowledge-based Potentials
We also compare the performance of ICOSA with a set of coarse-grained knowledge-based potentials presented in the potentials'R'Us web-server [55] representing a variety of contact potentials widely used in protein structure modeling applications. The potentials set consists of 23 two-body potentials including Qa, Qm, Qp [56] , HLPL, MJPL [5] , SKOa, SKOb, SJKG [41, 57] , MJ1, MJ2h, MJ3, MJ3h [9, 39, 58] , TS [59] , BT [10] , BFKV [60] , TD [61] , TEl, TEs [57] , RO [62] , MS [3] , GKS [63] , VD [1] , BL [64] , and MSBM [53, 65] as well as a short-range potential [66] and two four-body potentials [30] . Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the top ranked or best top-5 ranked models identified by different energy potentials with respect to gradually increasing GDT-TS cutoffs on CASP10 models, respectively. ICOSA has the highest overall number of targets in almost all GDT-TS cutoffs in both top ranked and top-5 models.
(a) Top Ranked models (b) Best top-5 ranked models Figure 6 . Comparison of ICOSA with 26 coarse-grained knowledge-based potentials in identifying the best predicted models in CASP10 models. ICOSA dominates the coarse-grained potentials for most GDT-TS cutoff values.
Identifying Near-Native Models
We use Rosetta and I-Tasser decoy sets to compare ICOSA with popular all-atom energy potentials, including Rosetta, I-Tasser, DFIRE, and OPUS, for discriminating near-natives from misfold decoys. To clear the concern that the knowledge-based potentials may bias to the experiment generated models, in addition to the original decoys in the benchmarks, for each protein chain target, we add 20 near-native conformations to the decoy set by relaxing the native under the OPLS-AA potential [67] with SGB solvation [68] and then remove the native. These near-native conformations mostly have GDT-TS scores over 80.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the numbers of targets that the top ranked and best top-5 ranked models have GDT-TS scores over 80, respectively. As one can see, ICOSA is quite comparable to the all-atom potentials. In Rosetta decoy sets, ICOSA has similar performance as OPUS (one less in top ranked models but one more in best top-5 ranked models) and is better than the other allatom potentials. In I-Tasser decoy sets, ICOSA is slightly worse than the other all-atom potentials; however, the difference is within three in the numbers of corrected identified targets. We apply Z-score to measure the performance of energy potentials in identifying near-natives. Considering the conformations with over 80 GDT-TS score as near-natives, the Z-score for a decoy set is calculated as
where ̅ − and ̅ are the average energy potential values of the near-natives (GDT-TS > 80) and the misfolds, respectively, and is the standard deviation. The Z-score measures the separation between the near-natives and misfold conformations in a given energy potential. The higher the Z-score value, the better the energy potential in discriminating the nearnatives.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the sorted Z-scores calculated by ICOSA, OPUS, DFIRE, Rosetta, and I-Tasser for targets in Rosetta and I-Tasser decoy sets, respectively. One can find that, in Rosetta decoy sets, in almost all cases, ICOSA either has the highest Z-scores or second highest Z-scores slightly less than OPUS. However, it turns to be the opposite in I-Tasser decoy sets. The main reason is that many decoys presented in I-Tasser benchmark exhibit slight steric clashes in side chain atoms and/or unfavorable backbone torsion conformations, which are easily captured by the all-atom potentials but not by ICOSA which only calculates CA-CA distances and orientations. In fact, in Figure 11 presented in Discussion section, combined ICOSA with a torsion potential [69] leads to significantly improved decoy discrimination in targets such as 1fo5A and 2cr7A where ICOSA alone does not perform well. It is important to notice that Rosetta, I-Tasser, DFIRE, and OPUS are all-atom energy potentials while ICOSA only relies on backbone atoms information. As shown in Rosetta and I-Tasser decoy sets, the coarse-grained ICOSA contact potential has comparable decoy discrimination effectiveness to identify near-natives as the all-atom energy potentials.
Effectiveness of Correlating Contact Distance and Orientation in Icosahedral Local Coordinates
To analyze the property of ICOSA and its extended finite ideal gas reference state in icosahedral local coordinates, we compare ICOSA and DFIRE on a near-native model (Figure 9(a) , GDT-TS = 95.21) and an erroneous misfold (Figure 9(b) , GDT-TS = 14.68) of 1cg5 B chain. Compared to the near-native model, one can find that three helices are packed incorrectly in the erroneous one. ICOSA successfully identifies the near-native model by assigning a lower energy value than the erroneous one while DFIRE fails. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) plot ICOSA and DFIRE potential values on each contact residue pair on the contact maps of the near-native and the erroneous model, respectively. The contacts of the incorrectly packed helices in the erroneous model are highlighted in Figures 9(c) and 9(d) . ICOSA indicates that some of these contacts are highly unfavorable with high energy value while such unfavorability is not shown by DFIRE. Although both ICOSA and DFIRE are based on finite ideal gas reference state, correlating contact distance and orientation allows ICOSA to be more sensitive in measuring favorability of interresidue contacts than DFIRE, which is based on contact distance only. with a lower score. In contrast, DFIRE is insensitive to these unfavorable contacts.
Cutoff Distances in ICOSA Figure 10 compares the ICOSA-RMSD plots for 1a68 and 1bm8 decoys in Rosetta benchmark using 6.8A, 10.8A, and 12.8A contact cutoff distances. 12.8A cutoff distance captures all three peaks in the contact distribution plotted in Figure 4 while 10.8A and 6.8A cutoff distances include the first two and one peaks, respectively. As shown in Figure 10 , the long-range contacts between 10.8A to 12.8A play an important role. Only when these long-range contacts are taken into considerations, ICOSA can successfully discriminate the native and near-natives from the incorrect decoys in 1a68 and 1bk2. These computational results agree with our statistical analysis in contact cutoff distance in Materials and Methods section. 
ICOSA
GDT-TS
Discussions
ICOSA has demonstrated its sensitivity and accuracy comparable to all-atom, fine-grained potentials in identifying CASP10 models and discriminating near-natives from misfolds in Rosetta and I-Tasser decoy sets. As a coarse-grained contact potential, ICOSA only needs information of the backbone atoms, which makes it particularly suitable for modeling protein structures with reduced representation. Figure 11 . Coupled with the torsion potential, ICOSA is able to identify the near-natives in 1fo5A and 2cr7A decoy sets in I-Tasser benchmark, where ICOSA alone fails.
There are several ways to potentially improve ICOSA in the future. First of all, it is certainly possible to combine ICOSA with other coarse-grained potentials measuring different characteristics of protein molecules, such as torsion angle distributions [69] , secondary structures [70] , solvent accessibility, beta-sheet pairing, etc., to achieve even better accuracy. Figure 11 shows that coupled with a torsion potential [69] , ICOSA can successfully separate most of the near-natives from the other decoys, where ICOSA alone fails. However, determination of appropriate weights to combine these potential terms together requires deliberate considerations. Also, as the number of protein structures deposited in PDB continues to grow and enough samples for certain folding classes become available in the future, the ICOSA approach can be applied to generate fold-specific knowledge-based potentials. Moreover, ICOSA can be extended to an all-atom potential, where the icosahedral local coordinates are built to correlate orientation and distance in each atom pair interaction.
Furthermore, similar to many other knowledge-based energy potentials, ICOSA is derived from a non-redundant subset of protein chains from the PDB. Recent study from Yanover et al. [71] indicates that using the redundancy-weighted method, which takes advantage of all available structures in the PDB to obtain better estimations of structure-sequence distributions, can improve the accuracy of knowledge-based energy potentials. Using a redundancy-weighted dataset to generate contact statistics may further improve the accuracy and sensitivity of ICOSA.
